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Repurposing Virtual Games’
principles and Concepts for
Physical Landscape Design
Assumption:

Today’s game companies often try to hire landscape

Question:

How can we use principles and concepts of virtual

architects to do virtual environment design. With the

games to help engage people in physical

prompt expansion of technology, gaming has

environment in the future?

Principles, Concepts

already become a unique and huge industry worth
billions of dollars. More and more people have

Sub-Question:

become immersed in video and computer games. If

What makes virtual games so attractive and

we acknowledge this is true, what are the reasons?

intriguing?

Rationale:

Engagement

How can we built some aspects of gaming culture
into the physical environment?

People lose focus on the physical landscape when

How can we use virtual games to activate an urban

they participate in it. In contrast, “A game, of

village?

course, is a constructed world with a narrative
already baked in.” (King, 2015) Some people love
virtual games because the real world lacks what
they long for. Game designers have created these

Similarity?

features to attract them. These elements satisfy
people’s desires and help people escape from
reality.

Games

Difference?

Physical Landscape
Design

8
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Game Research

1.1 Game Industry

1.2 Game Concepts
1.3 Case Study
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1.1 Game Industry

Virtual Game
A virtual game is a type of video game which has been included in
an electronic game and can be played on various computing
devices such as PCs, laptops, gaming consoles, and mobile
phones. Based on the different platforms, virtual games can be
subcategorized into several categories.

LET'S PLAY ON!

GAME INDUSTRY

A GAMING INFOGRAPHIC
VIDEO GAMES CAN HELP YOU WITH ...

Total game players in the United States
2018

Internet Users

MULTITASKING

(weekdays weekend/holiday)

- 274.9 Million
- game players is about 76.8% of internet users

CREATIVITY

211Million

TEAMWORK
FINANCIAL SKILLS

About 66% of Americans

VIDEO GAMES ARE GREAT FOR SOCIALIZING

Game Profile

1 Player
35%

65% OF GAMERS
PLAY THEIR
GAMES WITH
FRIENDS

2 Player
65%

GAMING VS COMPETING MEDIA
MULTI-TASKING

ENGAGEMENT

IMMERSION

Game Industry
Today’s virtual games provide photorealistic graphics
and simulate reality to a degree which is surprising in
many areas and other industries. Virtual games are a

EARNED REVENUE

MUSIC
FILM
VEDIO/COMPUTER GAMES

billion-dollar business and have been for many years.
[quote] Therefore, although highly popular among
children and teenagers, virtual games are no longer
considered “child’s play.” People of all genders and

Recently the global online game
market was said to be valued at
approx. US$70 billion, but the modern
video game industry had a very
humble beginning.

races can participate and find something attractive in

Online gaming in the United States is
one of the fastest growing
entertainment industries in the
country.

games. In fact, according to 2018 data, virtual games
are becoming increasingly popular among seniors in
the United States. People between the ages of 15-34

Today, game industry is a juggernaut of
development; profit still drives technological
advancement which is then used by other
industry sectors.

START GAME

MOB
Information provided by :
Statista
https://www.onlinedesignteacher.com/2013/11/a-brief-history-of-computergames_40.html

12

D

INFORMATION PROVIDED BY: STATISTA
SOURCES:

WWW.INSERTWEBSITE.COM
HTTPS://LPESPORTS.COM/E-SPORTS-NEWS/THE-VIDEO-GAMES-INDUSTRY-IS-BIGGER-THAN-HOLLYWOOD

are willing to spend time on games. But the number
of people 65-75+ tend to spend more time playing
games. The main reasons are that seniors have more
spare time and they need something to do that
provides mental stimulation and fun.
13
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1.2 Game Concept

Game Concepts
Why people play and continue to play virtual games?
What make virtual games so attractive and intriguing
as a mechanism?
How may some of these aspects of gaming culture
be built into the physical environment? Numerous
studies have been done showing the key factors of
what motivates us to play games.

Fig. 1. Vinicius Costa de Souza, Game Flow Theory, 2018. Source: Research Gate, Vinicius Costa de Souza. Available from: https://www.
researchgate.net/figure/Chart-representing-Flow-Theory-21_fig4_329028887

14
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1.2 Game Concept

Escape!
Fig. 2. Gentile, Douglas. Pathological Video-Game use Among Youth Ages 8 to 18: A National Study. Source: Psychological Science, Vol.
20, No. 5, May, 2009. pp. 594-602. Available from: http://www.jstor.org/stable/40575069

1.Escape

2. Socialization

Video games, just like movies, music, and

of existence. At the end of the day, we all need

books, provide people with an escape. Games

an escape. Games also work for stress relief.

world with just a head mic. Although it is fleeting,

are a way to take our minds off of the brutal real

When things get rough, game it.

this “friendship” is created when we interact with

world and bring their users into different ways
16

You can easily communicate with everyone in the

others and work together towards a common goal.
17
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1.2 Game Concept

Discover

Basic
needs

Brainstorm

Past

Develop

Current

Integration

Future

Fig. 3. Saul McLeod. Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs. Source: Saul Mcleod, SimplyPsychology, 2018. Available from: https://www.simplypsychology.org/maslow.html

3. A sense of accomplishment

Games provide a sense of accomplishment. John

Games build character. Even in role playing games,

Eldredge mentioned this in his book Wild at Heart: “

the decisions you make will affect the outcomes of

Video games simulate this need in a big way.” Most

other characters. It takes a lot of energy and effort

virtual games are created with puzzles, plot twists

to do this in the real world.

4. Rich story + users interaction

Players take-on the roles of characters in virtual
environments in which narratives develop over time.

and turns, innocents to rescue and bosses to battle.
18
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1.3 Case Study

Case Study
“You play the game as Paul Prospero, an occultminded detective who receives a disturbing letter
from Ethan Carter. Realizing the boy is in grave
danger, Paul arrives at Ethan’s home of Red Creek
Valley, where things turn out to be even worse than
he imagined. Ethan has vanished in the wake of a
brutal murder, which Paul quickly discerns might not
be the only local murder worth looking into.
Inspired by the weird fiction (and other tales of the
macabre) from the early twentieth century, The
Vanishing of Ethan Carter aims to significantly evolve
immersive storytelling in games. While it features a
private detective and quite a few mental challenges,
The Vanishing of Ethan Carter is not an especially
puzzle-ridden game. Our focus is on atmosphere,
Vanishing of Ethan Carter
20

mood, and the essential humanity of our characters”.
(Official website of Ethancarter)
21
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1.3 Case Study

Not on there, but in here

Space

Game journeys provide a lot of room for
exploration. They represent a world that is not
just “on there” but “in here.”
“Vanishing of Ethan Carter” attracts people

Day to Night

through changes of scene and space over time,
changes of season, in order to enrich users

Present to the past

experiences.

Urban toward wildness

Past

Vision &
Soundscape

Future

Third Person Point of View

First Person Point of View

Narrative/Game Flow+Users
interaction

A game is a constructed world with a narrative.
From the beginning to the end, players take on
the roles of characters in a virtual environment
in which the storyline evolves over time and the
time frame when an event will occur is
unpredictable.

22
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1.3 Case Study - Landscape and Game Comparison
Emotion Change

Different Users Purpose Converge in one Game

Different Elements

Main Storyline

Recirculation System

Enjoying
Sunshine

Pass Through

Reading Book

Walking Dogs

Relaxing

Landscape Design

Finding a
place to sit

Different Users Purpose

Games Principle

Game mode (for users) is like story telling (from

directionality. They leave many clues in order to tell

beginning to end) or a recirculation system.

Landscape Design

Landscape design is more like a product that

the landscape itself, intentionality and directionality.

users what to do for the next step and they know

serves environments and their people. It doesn’t

In other words, game designers leave many clues

Whatever it is, the game itself has a very strong

what they should do and they can always follow

have an ending. Designers sculpt landscapes with

in order to tell users what to do for the next step

logic, concept, principle, intentionality, and

them.

a purpose in mind, but users may not know what

and they know what they should do and they can

that purpose is. Sometimes people forget about

always follow them.

directionality. In other words, game designers leave
24
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Games concepts apply to reality?

26
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02 Overall Site Analysis
2.1 Shenzhen City and Urban 		
Village Analysis
2.2 Site Analysis
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2.1 National Scale
China

Guangdong
Province

City Scale

Park

Landcover

2.1City Scale

Woodland
Hospital

Open water and waterway

Shenzhen

Urbban Sprawl

Water

Urbanization and cultivation area

Water

Residential area

Residential area

Transportation Hub

Water

Railway
Highway
Subway

Main Roads
Secondary Roads

City transportation

City Scale
City Scale
City Scale
Shenzhen, Guangdong, CHINA
Shenzhen is a young city with just a little over 30
years history. The miraculous evolution of Shenzhen
from a “small fishing village” into a large modern city
Landcover
Landcover
Landcover

Landcover
30

Park

Woodland
Park
Hospital
Park

Water
Woodland
Residential
Hospital area
Woodland
Hospital

Water

Urbban
Urban Sprawl Urbban Sprawl

Residential area
Water
Residential area

Urbanization and
cultivation and
areacultivation area
Urbanization

Water
Residential area

Urbban Sprawl

Urbanization and cultivation area

Water
Cultivation area
Residential area
Water
Residential area

is eventful and memorable in China. This city of
special economic zones born suddenly, without
historical background and a lack of cultural
nourishment.
31
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2.1 Shenzhen Historical Timeline

August, 1980

- The Shenzhen
Special Economic
Zone was established.
- Two years later, the
SAR management
line was set up.
Shenzhen was divided
into two parts: the
inside and outside of
the SAR.

32

1980s

middle of 1980s

- In the urbanization
process of Shenzhen,
a large number of rural
land in the central
urban area was
requisitioned. Part
of land was left for
the original residents
to live in.

- "Three to one
supplement"
enterprises were
opened one after
another.

- At the same time,
government
constructed a
number of new
villages, while
stipulating that the
old village was
returned to the
state-owned.

- The villagers began
to rent out their
own houses.

- A large number of
migrants entered
Shenzhen.

1989

1992

- Shenzhen initiated
- Shenzhen governthe “Land Consolida- ment announced all
tion”.
the rural areas was
urbanized in the
- Municipal governSAR.
ment decided to
transfer available
- all the villagers
collective land for
were converted into
development inside citizens.
the SAR to the
state-owned.
- The administrative
villages and natural
villages were
converted into
neighborhood
committees and
collective stock
cooperative companies.

end of 1990s

- Shenzhen gradually
started the “old city
reconstruction plan”.
- Listed some urban
villages as objects of
old city reconstruction.

1999

- Government has
clarified that all illegal
buildings will be
investigated in the
future, which caused
the local residents into
a rush of building
new private houses
and factories.

2003

2009

- Village districts
outside the SAR such
as Bao’an and Longgang started urbanizing. Shenzhen no
longer has rural area.

- Shenzhen has issued
a series of policies to
deal with illegal buildings which left from
rural urbanization
peorid.

-Rights of using
state-owned land are
returned to the village
collectives.

- Legal buildings have
been identified according to the principle of
“one household, one
building”.

33

Shenzhen Government Developing Strategies

West Main
Development
Locus
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East Main
Development
Locus

Middle Main
Development
Locus

North Main
Development
Zone

Zhongshan,
Jiangmen

South Main
Development
Zone
Center of Futian-Luohu

Zhuhai,
Ao’men

2.1 Shenzhen Goverment Development
Strategies
34

Sub-Center of City
Development

Sub-Center of City
Development

Center of City Development

Development
Zone

Main Development
Locus
35
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2.1 Shenzhen Urban Village Diagram

sustainability
Production City
Post-Urbanization

Industrialization

Engagement

Immigrant City

Post-Industrialization

Urbanization

Retreat

Game Revolution

Past

80s

Small Town
Isolation

-Isolated from city development
-Self-sustained system

36

Culture
Recreation
Socialization

00s

Urban Village Explosion
Spontaneous urbanization

-A part of previous residents rent
their houses to immigrant people
(low income)
-Spontaneous informal practice of Design Proposal
urbanization
-Forced by the squeeze of external cities growth, but it still benefit
by omission of market demand
and urban policies.
-”Shake-hand” building

20s

New Mode Urban Village

Future

Renovation

-Renovating the village with game
concepts and principles. Using
history and culture as background,
in a way to identify the city.

37
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Comparison with the other urban village

Why pick Nantou?
Population Distribution of Shenzhen in 2013
1200

- Located in center of future shenzhen development locus
- High construction density and high building volumetric fraction
- Near Shenzhen University
- Surround by national park

1129.7

1000

Population in thousands

866.9
772.9

800

692.3

669.6

Comparison with the other urban village

566.5

600

509.6
419.6

400

395.4
331.8

318.8

247.3
200

137.6
99.2

0

127.1

10-14

15-19

20-24

25-29

30-34

35-39

40-44

197.9
152.7
91

45-49

49-54

56.4 57.5

36 39.3

30.6 29.6

21.3 22.6

10.5 10.9

6.9 12.1

55-59

60-64

65-69

70-74

75-79

80 above

Age group
Population Distribution of
Shenzhen in 2013
1200

Male

1129.7

Female

1000

Social Upgrade in
Post-Urban Village

Population in thousands

866.9
772.9

800

692.3

669.6
566.5

600

“A large number of laborer
come to Shenzhen”
419.6

400

200

0

509.6

247.3

15-19

20-24

127.1

Age group
“Optimize the population
structure”

25-29

30-34

35-39

40-44

45-49

Male

Cultural Industry Entrepreneur

197.9
152.7
91

49-54

36 39.3

30.6 29.6

55-59

60-64

65-69
70-74
75-79
80 above
Real
Estate
Developer

21.3 22.6

10.5 10.9

6.9 12.1

Female

Villagers

in urban villages

High-tech, creative talent

“Optimize the population
structure”
38

Industrial Enterpriser

56.4 57.5

Social Upgrade in
Post-Urban Village

“A large number of laborer
come to Shenzhen”

Activate City

Creative Industry Entrepreneur

331.8

High-tech, creative talent

137.6
99.2

in urban villages

395.4

318.8

10-14

Villagers

Activate City

Creative Industry Entrepreneur
Cultural Industry Entrepreneur
Industrial Enterpriser
Real Estate Developer

Why do I pick Nantou?

- Located in the center of future Shenzhen development locus
- Surrounded by a national park and Shenzhen
University
- Various spatial change: High construction density
and High building volumetric fraction
- Historical Background
39
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2.2 Site Analysis

Fig. 4. Meng, Yan. Street View of Nantou. 2016. Urbanus, Shenzhen. Available from: http://www.urbanus.com.cn/projects/nantou-oldtown/

Site Analysis
Today’s Nantou City is located in the south of
Zhongshan Park, north of Shennan Avenue. It is
Straited
Straited
Straited

Grid
Grid
Grid

Patch
pattern
Patch
Patch
pattern
pattern

built on a gentle slope toward the south. There are
four gates in this ancient city. The north gate was
abandoned in the middle of the Qing Dynasty and
the area north of the traditional cross street zone
gradually lost its vitality as well. Zhongshan Park is

Open
Cluster
Open
Open
Cluster
Cluster

Cluster
Cluster
Cluster

Collision
Collision
Collision

located in the north of the ancient city; it’s
considered the oldest public park in Shenzhen. It
was built during the Republic of China. It is
surrounded by ancient trees and flowers. There are
lots of tourists who came here for its beauty and

Straited2
Straited2
Straited2

Field
Field
Field

Block
Composition
Block
Block
Composition
Composition

peace. However, the surrounding wall of the factory
zone, built in the 1980s, completely separates
Zhongshan Park from Nantou City. Therefore, in the
programming phase, I decided to open this key
node to re-open the northward extension of
Zhongshan South Street, partially to restore the
pattern of the city. This structure has become the
starting point for the future transformation of
Nantou City. Future design and planning will follow
this structure.

40

Fig. 5. Meng, Yan. Bird Eye View of Nantou. 2016. Urbanus, Shenzhen. Available from: http://www.urbanus.com.cn/projects/nantou-old41
town/
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2.2 Nantou Ancient City Historical Timeline

During Ming and Qing dynasties, Nantou used to be the
political, economic, and military centers of the Shenzhen-Hong Kong region, and it governed the vast areas of
Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Hong Kong, and Macau.
Separate the east
and south of
Nanhai province,
set up Dongguan
province, which
includes Baoan
(including
Shenzhen, Hong
Kong, Dongguan,
south part of
Panyu,
Zhongshan,
Zhuhai, Macao.),
Xingning county
(Xingning now),
Haifeng county,
Anhuai
county(Dongguan
now), Hai'an
county(Huifeng
now), Xinle county
(Huizhou now). The
government of
Dongguan
province and
Bao'an County are
both locate in the
Bao’an County
(Nantou Ancient
City nowadays).
This is the very
beginning of
Shenzhen city.

42

Government of
Dongguan
province moved to
Anhuai County (in
Dongguan today).
The government of
Baoan County still
located in the
Bao’an County
(Nantou Ancient
City nowadays).

Abolished the
separation of
Dongguan
province, resettled
it into Nanhai
province. Baoan
County (including
today's
Dongguan,
Zhuhai, Hong
Kong and Macao)
was under the
jurisdiction of
Nanhai province.
The county
government was
still inthe Bao’an
County (Nantou
Ancient City
nowadays).

Established
Tunmen city,
governemnt of
which was in the
Bao’an County
(Nantou Ancient
City nowadays).

Baoan County,
which lasted for
426 years, was
renamed
Dongguan
County, and
government of
Dongguan county
was moved from
Nantou to
Dongguan city.
The Baoan
County was also
transformed from
an political center
to a sea
transportation
portal and a
military fortress.

In the Nantou
area nowadays,
established
Dongguan
defense city,
which was the
early Nantou
ancient city.

Xin’an county
was separated
from Dongguan
county, the
government of
which located in
the Nantou
ancient city
nowadays.

Abolished Xin’an
county, and the
Dongguan
defense city
(Nantou Ancient
city nowadays)
was destroyed
in war. Only the
city wall was left.

Re-establishment of Xin’an
county, and the government
of which located in Nantou
ancient city nowadays.

After liberty of Bao’an county,
the people’s government of
Bao’an county was located in
the Nantou ancienty city.

Shenzhen became a Special
Economic Zone. Nantou City
has experienced a
spontaneous urbanization
process parallel to the
external urban world.
It is a informal practice of
using village collectives and
individuals as the main part of
implementation. Under dual
presure of historical reason
and the growing market
demand, this evolution is
forced by the squeeze of
external cities growth, but it
still benefit by omission of
market demand and urban
policies.Residences
continued to reconstruct and
rebuild house utmost. The
increased small building
eventually fills the small city to
the maximum extent, and
forming a high-density
“handshake building” group.

Shenzhe Urban Design
Exibition
Concept: regeneration.
history record.

Over the decades, with the
economic development and
population growth, the ancient
city gradually broke the city
wall. there are a large number
of historical buildings inside
and outside were rebuilt and
demolished. The city gradually
disappeared and the village
continued to grow.
Today, the first phase of the
renovation project of Nantou
Ancient City is finished. More
than ten places have
renovated, which are: Xin'an
City Archway, Nanchengmen,
Xianyu, Xin'an Prison,
Haiphong Office, Dongguan
Hall, Guandi Temple,
Wentianxiang Temple, Opium
Museum, Official Hall, Juxiu
Building, Yili Paidang, and

43
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2.2 Region Scale Analysis

N

0

1

2

3

4

N

Kilometers

Transportation

Landuse

path.

surrounded by Nanshan National Park, residential

There are two subway stations around it and a bike

0

1

2

3

4

Kilometers

Nantou City is a convenient site to visit. It’s
areas, commercial areas, and a lot of schools
including Shenzhen University.

44
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2.2 Site Scale Analysis

Hospital and pharmacy
Hospital and pharmacy
administration
Commerce
use
Residential area
Commerce use
N
0
Education use Education use Factories

administration
Residential area
Factories
1
2

3

4

Parking lot
Parking lot
N
Vacant
lot
and
open
space
Vacant lot and open space

Hospital
Hospital
and pharmacy
and pharmacy
administration
administration
Kilometers
Scenic
spot
and
Tourist activities administration
Hospital
and
pharmacy
Scenic spot and Tourist
activities
Residential
Residential
area area
Commerce
Commerce
use
use
Residential area
Commerce use
Parking lot
Factories
Factories
Hospital and pharmacy
administration
Education
Education
use use
Education use Residential area Factories
Scenic
Scenic
spot spot
and Tourist
and Tourist
activities
activities
Vacant lot and open space
Commerce use
Parking lot
Scenic spot and Tourist activities
Factories
Education use
Vacant lot and open space

0

Open and Green Space

primary school is on the left and there is a hospital

space.

Most buildings in Nanou are residential. Nantou’s

2

Parking
Parking
lot lot
Vacant
Vacant
lot and
lot open
and open
space
space

Scenic spot and Tourist activities

Building Use

1

3

Scenic spot/
Conservation
20st century
4
Kilometers
Scenic
spot/c
21st century

Conservation
Scenic spot/culture relics
20st century b
Conservation building
21st century b
20st century building
21st century building

Nantou City does not have very much open or green

near the entrance. Currently there is a commercial
street in the center.
46
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2.2 Site Scale Analysis

Primary Schoo l and Kindergarten

y zone
P

P

St. Zone
Middle School

wn
P

Scenic spot/culture relics

Scenic spot/culture
relics building
Conservation
Conservation20st
building
century building N
20st century 21st
building
century building
21st century building

Gate Zone

P

0

Historical Building

1

2

3

4

Kilometers

Historical buildings remain in Nantou City. Some

cultural stratification and historical imprints. I

have become scenic locations that people visit.

propose that Nantou is no longer an “Ancient City”

Over the course of my research, I have studied

in the traditional sense, but a “Southern Retro City”

many examples of urban historical districts’

that carries ancient city culture to Shenzhen in

reconstruction and have concluded that the only

spatial, social, and cultural ways. To go in or out of

way to create vivid historical and cultural districts in

Nantou, only five local streets are accessible. Two of

urban villages where historical buildings remain is to

them are main entrances: the south gate and the

respect the historical authenticity and cherish the

east gate.

48

N

0

1

2

3

4

Kilometers

Nantou Internal Circulation

5 local streets in Nantou are accessible and only
two of them are main entrances.

0
49
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2.2 Mission Zone Scenic Spot Introduction

Fig. 6. Zhang, Haifeng. Nantou Coast Defense. April 28, 2019. Shenzhen.

Fig. 7. Nantou Coast Defense. Shenzhen. Source: Baidu Baike. Available from: https://baike.baidu.com/pic/%E4%B8%9C%E8%8E%9E
%E4%BC%9A%E9%A6%86/8897950/0/1cd4147be4dd5cc20bd18729?fr=lemma&ct=single#aid=0&pic=c9bdddce4d35d43593457e5b

Nantou Coast Defense Department

Dongguan Commercial Hall

Nantou Coast Defense Department is the equivalent

Nantou Coast Defense Department won the great

Dongguan Commercial Hall was built in the 7th year

of Nantou’s Ancient City from commercial

of the current “Naval Command.” According to

victory of the Tun Men naval battle under his

of Tongzhi (1868), also known as the “Baoan Public

perspective.

Xin’an County Haiphong, Nantou City has

command, and started the “first shot” of the

Office.” It has more than 140 years history. It was

jurisdiction over six defense places in Shenzhen and

Chinese people against the aggression of Western

the Chamber of Commerce for Dongguan

Hong Kong. There were 112 ships and more than

colonists. It is also the center of many naval battles

merchants in the city. There are four stone tablets in

2,000 troops that belonged to “Naval Command.”

during the Opium War. The historical status of

the museum, which portray scenes from downtown,

Nantou Coast Defense Department is extremely

shops, and businesses in Nantou Ancient City

important in Chinese history.

during the Qing Dynasty. It has witnessed the glory

In 1520, Wang Hong, the governor of Guangdong,
was stationed at Nantou City. In the following year,
50
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2.2 Mission Zone Scenic Spot Introduction

Fig. 8. Xin’an Government. Shenzhen. Source: Baidu Baike. Available from: https://www.google.com/search?q=%E6%96%B0%E5%AE%
89%E5%8E%BF%E8%A1%99&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjin5TC1aviAhURSN8KHe72C08Q_AUIDygC&biw=1369&bi
h=775#imgrc=NwG1-6UBGRw_5M:

Fig. 9. Meng, Yan. Baode Square. Shenzhen. Source: Meng, Yan. “Bi-City Biennale of Urbanism/Architecture.” Theory of Exhibition, February 26, 2018. February 26, 2018. Available from: http://www.szhkbiennale.org/News/Details.aspx?id=10000217&p=1

Xin’an Government

Baode Square

Xin’an Government has had jurisdiction over

Territories were given to the United Kingdom. After

Baode Square was previously an open space where

thanks to fewer people using it, some street

Guangzhou Province, Hong Kong Island and

that, commerce, Politics of Xin’an Government, and

people could pray before the founding of the

vendors use the place to do business. Thus Baode

surrounding area for a long time.

Nantou City began to fall into decline. Currently,

People’s Republic of China (1949). Currently, Baode

Square has already lost its original function.

Between July 1842 to April 1898, the Chinese Qing

Xin’an’s government seems to be very small, with

Square is a basketball field that local residents use.

government and the United Kingdom successfully

none of its previous glory. The other previous offices

There is an abandoned factory next to Baode

signed the “Nanjing Treaty,” the “Beijing Treaty,” and

of Government have all become pictures on the

Square. Most of the residents are tenants and they

the “Extension of Hong Kong Borders Rules.” After

wall.

are very busy every day. They rarely have time to

that, Hong Kong Island, Kowloon, and the New
52

play basketball in the square. On the other hand,
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3.1 Design Principles

Goal

Landscapes are an escape from our monotonous

themselves from villagers to entrepreneurs.

lives. Video games, just like movies, music, and

Therefore, the design allows local residents to

books, are ways for people to escape.

escape from their village’s daily life and escape

For people who live outside of Nantou, Nantou is a

from their self-dissatisfied identities.

Escape

Goal

Escape From Reality

unique and special place that provides a totally
different experience of recreation, entertainment,

Different way of existence

and education, and allows them to escape from

Stress Reliever

their daily working and academic lives. For local
residents, this design provides more opportunities
to socialize, to start up new businesses, to change

Proposal and Strategies

Forget their identity (Made-up a character)

What if we bake a story or historical line into the

The design will satisfy people’s needs to interact

whole city planning? The spatial narrative will then

with others.

Story telling

Proposal

(Narrative + users interaction)

Socialization (multi-players)

converge several interlocking thematic plans, similar
to the literary and dramatic structure of the
transition. Various spatial narratives will help users

Strategies

traveling in multiple spaces to understand the whole

Pre-defined
characters

Scenic
spot

Missions Rewards Mobile APP Street Market
GatherVender activities ing/open
space

Sport
field

story.
Hints

Clues

PNC

Park

Entertain- Large green
ment
open space
Square

Visitors
Local Residents

Impact

Impact

Games provide a sense of accomplishment and

The design will increase the tourism industry and

self-actualization. Landscape design could do that

bring more public attention. For local residents, this

as well. For people who visit Nantou, after they

will turn them from villagers to small entrepreneurs

finish the mission and achieve the final goal of the

in a way to achieve self-actualization.

Sense of Accomplishment
Self-actualization

pre-defined plot or narrative, they will have a sense
of accomplishment.
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3.2 Design Strategies

Seclusion: Scenic Spot

Narrative

P
Seclusion: community garden Creative factories zone

Proposed Zoning and Circulation

11

Conclusion: Gathering
space

The whole design is based on Chinese literary

P

structures. In Chinese Literature, a narrative has

5

Transition: Nantou
Commercial Center

four parts which are the opening, elucidation,

4

transition, and conclusion. I apply this to Nantou
City’s design by using spatial narrative as design

Seclusion: urban farming

background.

Scenic Spot

3

Elucidation: Nantou Coast Defence
center and Old town display

Opening: South Gate Zone
Elucidation: Coast Defense Department Area

Opening: South Gate Zone

Transition: Dongguan Commercial Hall/Nantou

P

Commercial Center
Conclusion: Xin’an Government and Prison / Baode

P

P

Square

Scenic spot/culture relics

0
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100’

200’

400’

N

Scenic Spots

The Others Buildings
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3.2 Design Strategies

Narrative

Mobile App, Missions System
Inspired by a mobile app called “Pokemon
Go”, as Chamary(2018) states,

Missions, Mobile App

Motivating yourself to engage with physical
environments is challenging if you don’t enjoy
it. ‘Gamification’ -- turning something into a
game to make it fun -- can help motivation by
offering missions, achievements, and other
rewards. Although some people are able to
gamify physical activity with a fitness tracker
or smartwatch to compete against themselves, for others shaving a few seconds off a
personal best isn’t rewarding enough, which
is where an actual game could work better.
Therefore, I am trying to use a mobile app to
gamify the whole design. But the app is not the
most important part. It is just a tool to support
touring/playing experience. The design of
Nantou City takes the missions as the focus.
The main touring route will be divided into three
“mission zones.” After visitors finish each of the
missions they will gain points. Based on how
many points they get during the process, they
will get different rewards.
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3.2 Design Strategies

Narrative

Reward System
Download Nantou City App at the Visitor Center:
+200pt
Mission 1 Zone: Nantou Coast Defense Department
(If people visit the scenic spot and find the logo of
the coast defense department in installation park
they earn 300 pts)
Mission 2 Zone: Dongguan Commercial Hall (If

Rewards System

people visit the scenic spot and check-in at stores,
+100pt per store.)
Mission 3 Zone: If people visit Xin’an government
and invoke in a “lawsuit”(will be introduced by NPC)
and find out the result of the lawsuit in Baode
Square +500 pt
When people visit a scenic spot, if they want to
portray a character from that time, they could wear
a traditional costume provided by staff +100pt
More missions are waiting for people to explore by
following the notification on the app. When people
complete those missions they score extra points.
Finally, based on how many points they earn, they’ll
receive different levels of rewards. People will have
three choices: discounts, gifts, or hang on their
“wishing strip”.
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3.2 Design Strategies

Seclusion: Scenic Spot

P
Seclusion: community garden Creative factories zone

P
11

Socialization

Conclusion: Gathering
space

Landuse

P
5

Transition: Nantou
Commercial Center

Establish one more commercial street and more
businesses in order to provide job opportunities.

4

People begin to start up new businesses, to change

Seclusion: urban farming

themselves from villagers to entrepreneurs.

3

Elucidation: Nantou Coast Defence
center and Old town display

Therefore, the design allows local residents to
escape from their self-dissatisfied identities.
Increasing green rate of Nantou City in order to

Street Vendors
Market Activities
Green and Open Space

provide gathering and open space for recreation.
Opening: South Gate Zone

P

P

P

P

Scenic spot/culture relics

N

0
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100’

200’

400’

Open Space
Green Space

Commercial Buildings
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3.3 Master Plan

1

Museum and Visitor Center

2

South Gate of City

3

Nantou Coast Defense Department

4

Dong Guan Hall

5

Xin’an County Government

6

Xin’an County Prison

7

Bao De Square

8

Community Garden

9

Urban Farming

10

Wen Gong Ancestral Hall

11

Infant Feeding House

12

Esat Gate of City

7

6
5

4

3

Tour route
Exploring route
Commercial area
Bonus point zone
Mission 3 zone
Nantou government / Xin’an Prison / Baode Square
Mission 2 zone
Dongguan commercial hall
Mission 1 zone
Coast defense department and installation park
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0

200’

400’
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3.4 Proposed Mission Zone Plan

Mission Zone Identities
Different mission zones have different characteristics
and identities. Each mission zone takes a scenic spot
and surrounding environment as the focus.

Mission 3 Zone

Mission 2 Zone

Mission 1 Zone
68
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3.4 Mission Zone Analysis

Mission 1 zone: Nantou Coast Defence Department / Installation Park

Mission 2 zone: Dongguan Commercial Hall

Current Building Use

Current Building Use

Proposed Building Use

S Zhongshan St.

S Zhongshan St.

Proposed Building Use

Commercial Building

Commercial Building

Proposed Remove Building

Commercial Building

Scenic Spot Building

Scenic Spot Building

Scenic Spot Building

Proposed Remove Building

Commercial Building
Proposed Reuse Building

Scenic Spot Building

Proposed Circulation

Curent Circulation

Proposed Circulation

S Zhongshan St.

Curent Circulation
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3.4 Mission Zone Analysis

Mission 3 zone: Xin’an Government, Prison and Baode Square

Current Building Use

Curent Circulation

Proposed Building Use

Commercial Building
Scenic Spot Building

Proposed Circulation

Proposed Remove Building
Commercial Building
Scenic Spot Building
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3.4 Mission 1 Zone Axonometric
For the Mission 1 Zone, based on the cultural background, theme keywords are ocean, protection and
urgency. And the theme colors are blue(ocean) and
orange(urgency). Therefore I use “pavilion” installation to represent “protection” just like the soldiers in
Coast Defense Department.
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3.4 Mission 1 perspective
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Proposed Mission Zone Plan

3.4 Mission 2 Zone Axonometric
For the Mission 2 Zone, it is a commercial center
area, thus the keywords and themes are profit and
passion. Theme colors are yellow(Chinese coin) and
red(passion). Chinese traditional coin shape benches
on the left part represent profit, and red dedicates
passion of business.
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3.4 Mission zone 2 Collage
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3.4 Mission 3 Zone Axonometric

For the Mission 3 Zone, the keywords and themes
are rule, restraint, and release. Theme color is
green(release) and white(rule and restraint). Divergent but organized paths represent the restraint
and rules, but the large green space and the hiding
answers of lawsuits on the tree means release.
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3.4 Mission 3 Zone Perspective
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Bird Eye View
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Conclusion

Principles, Concepts

My concepts and strategies are prototypes that are
appropriate not only for the urban village but also
suitable for most of the urban context. A game is a
tool, a media to help engage people in the physical

Engagement

environment.
In this book, I use an urban village as an example
to illustrate and apply my concepts and strategies.
The urban village is a typical urban morphology in
China, with a lot of urban issues. In addition, game
concepts and principles could also be applied to
other types of urban morphology all over the world.
In this way, users will engage in landscape
unconsciously as they are in the game flow and

Similarity?

follow the game narrative, while the directionality
and intentionality of the landscape will lead and
support users to have a better experience.

Games

Difference?

Physical Landscape
Design
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Glossary

Game Flow

Directionality

Cycles in game

the property of being directional or maintaining a

Session Cycle: Early Game -> Mid Game -> Late Game.
Board Cycle: Low Cost Side -> Low Mid Cost Side -> Mid High
Cost Side -> High Cost Side -> Low Cost Side
Turn Cycle: Roll Dice -> Move Piece -> Make Decisions/Suffer
Consequences -> Pass Dice/Drop Out

Urban Village
Urban villages are villages that appear on both the
outskirts and the downtown segments of major
Chinese cities, including Shenzhen and Guangzhou.
They are surrounded by skyscrapers, transportation
infrastructures, and other modern urban
constructions. Urban villages are a unique
phenomenon that formed part of China’s urbanization
efforts.

Urban villages are commonly inhabited by the poor and transient,
and as such they are associated with squalor, overcrowding and
social problems. However, they are also among the liveliest areas
in some cities and are notable for affording economic opportunity
to newcomers to the city.

Prototype
1. an original model on which something is patterned
:architype
2. an individual that exhibits the essential features of
a later type
3. a standard or typical example
4. a first full-scale and usually functional form of a
new type or design of a construction (such as an
airplane)
Engage
1.occupy, attract, or involve (someone’s interest or
attention).
2. participate or become involved in.
92

direction.

Intentionality
The fact of being deliberate or purposive.
Identity
the fact of being who or what a person or thing is.
Density
The average number of people, families, or housing
units on one unit of land. Density is also expressed
as dewlling units oer acre.
Rezone
To change the zoning classificationof particular lots
or parcels of land.
Sprawl
Sprawl defines patterns of urban growth that include
large acreage of low-density residential development,
rigid separation between residential and commercial
uses, leapfrog development in rural areas away from
urban centers, minimal support for non-motorized
transportation methods, and a lack of integrated
transportation and land use planning.

- Residences far removed from stores, parks, and other activity
centers.
-Scattered or “leapfrog” development that leaves large tracts of
undeveloped land between development along major streets
-Large expanses of low-density or single use development such
as commercial center with no office or residential uses, or
residential areas with no nearby commercial centers.
-Major form of transportation is the automobile.
- Uninterrupted and contiguous low-to medium-density (one to six
du/ac) urban development.
-Walled residential subdivisions that do not connect to adjacent
residential development.
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